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EDITORIAL

W
ith the seventh and last phase of voting for the

Uttar Pradesh Assembly, a potentially trans-

formative electiondraws to a close. Ever since

voting started in the State on February 11, the three

main political parties in the fray, the Bahujan Samaj

Party, the Bharatiya Janata Party and the Samajwadi

Party, threw everything into their respective bids for

power, with the constant campaign of Prime Minister

Narendra Modi giving the election a national reson-

ance. India has rarely witnessed a campaign blitz of the

order witnessed in the last two phases of the poll, on

March 4 and 8.Mr.Modi spent three days in and around

Varanasi alone, seeking to both retain the votes that ac-

crued to him inhis Lok Sabha constituency in 2014, and

throw his voice longer in the election’s home stretch.

Akhilesh Yadav and Rahul Gandhi, with their SP and

Congress in an alliance that has reversed the history of

suspicion between the two parties, also focussed on

Varanasi, given its signiicance in easternU.P. TheBSP’s

Mayawati, as always,was the least splashy, staying away

from the battleground and choosing to monitor

everything fromher base in Lucknow. The last constitu-

ency, in Ambedkar Nagar, will vote on March 9, in an

election deferred on account of the death of a candid-

ate. But it is anybody’s guess how the results will pan

out on counting day onMarch 11.

It has been a campaign in which the Prime Minister

has chosen to be the face of local aspirations, re-

peatedly pushing the envelope to take the battle to re-

gional leaders with provocative statements. The BSP

has demonstrably goneback to its roots, abandoning its

grand social coalition of 2012 for a targeted pitch for the

MuslimandDalit vote. Thenew-look SP, in alliancewith

aCongress party jettisoning its longstanding go-it-alone

resolve, has sought to position itself as a softer version

of its earlier self,while defending its recordwith the slo-

gankaamboltahai (work speaks for itself ). For all three,

it could be a deining moment: for the BJP to consolid-

ate itself as the primary pole in national politics, for the

BSP to retain its electoral salience, and for the SP-Con-

gress to demonstrate the power of an unlikely alliance.

Yet, there is an arithmetic that the results will be ana-

lysedagainst.Will theBJPmanage tomake2014 thenew

baseline, with its lead then in 328 Assembly segments

(with a 40% vote share in more than 250 of them)? Or

will its opponents succeed in pulling back that baseline

closer to the Assembly elections of the past? For in-

stance, 2012, when the BJP won just 47 seats and the SP

took 224, eclipsing the BSP which had lost less than 5%

of its vote share from its victorious 2007 sweep. Either

way, itwould reset theequationsnot just in theStatebut

also at the Centre.

State of signiicance
U.P. votes in the last phase in an election that

will reset equations in the State and the Centre

N
orth Korea’s provocative action of launching

fourmissiles into the Sea of Japan a fewhundred

kilometres from the Japanese coastline has

triggered fears of renewed tension between nuclear-

armed powers. The launch seems timed to test the stra-

tegic fortitude and tactical capabilities of new relation-

ships in the broader power balance that reins in Py-

ongyang’s nuclear ambitions. The irst test would be of

the strength of bilateral U.S.-Japan ties on the watch of

U.S. President Donald Trump and Japanese Prime Min-

ister Shinzo Abe. North Korean Supreme Leader Kim

Jong-un had already given these two leaders a wake-up

call when his regime ired a medium-range missile last

month. Mr. Trump has assured bothMr. Abe and South

Korea’s acting President, Hwang Kyo-Ahn, of his iron-

clad commitment to stand by them through this crisis.

Yet it is likely that Mr. Kim was, in fact, trying to get a

measure ofMr. Trump,whohad tweeted shortly before

assuming oice in January, “it won’t happen!”, on the

North being close to testing an ICBM. Experts seem to

concur that the missiles launched now did not appear

to be of intercontinental range. Yet, the prospect looms

of the North miniaturising nuclear warheads to the

point where even shorter-range weapons could, if they

were nuclear-tipped, pose unprecedented risk to South

Korea, Japan and the U.S. military assets in the vicinity.

The continuous belligerence of North Korea is only

one side of the story. The other is that the international

community, led by the U.S. and nations within striking

distance of the North’s aggression, has hardlymanaged

the conlict consistently. The commendable efort of

the Six Party Talks to invest diplomatic currency in

bringing Pyongyang back to the negotiating table got

derailed early on in President Barack Obama’s irst

term. The cycle of sanctions and international isolation

fuelling further bravadoby theKim regime thendomin-

ated the denouement, as indeed it has since 1992. This

time the conlict seems to be following a distinctlymore

unstable trajectory asMr. Trumphas authorised thede-

ployment in South Korea of the irst elements of the

U.S.’s advanced anti-missile system, the Terminal High

Altitude Area Defence (THAAD), disregarding the pos-

sibility that itmay be a double-edged sword. On the one

hand, the presumed retaliatory move of THAAD de-

ployment glosses over the fact that in the past week the

U.S. and South Korea had conducted military drills in

the region, war games that Pyongyang views as overt

hostility. On the other, Washington has clearly decided

to ignore the justiiable fears of Beijing andMoscow that

THAAD’s nuclear umbrella threatens their interests in

the region too, not North Korea’s alone. Unless de-es-

calation becomes a priority for all parties involved, the

Korean Peninsula region will remain a lashpoint.

Sparks in a tinderbox
Unless de-escalation becomes a priority for all,

the Korean Peninsula will remain a lashpoint

According to a recent report by the
International Labour Organisation
(ILO), India and Pakistan have the
lowest rates of women’s labour
forceparticipation inAsia, in sharp
contrast to Nepal, Vietnam, Laos
and Cambodia that have the
highest, with richer nations like
Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia
falling in between. Moreover, even
this low rate of labour force parti-
cipation seems tobedeclining. The
National Sample Survey found that
while in 1999-2000, 25.9% of all
women worked, by 2011-12 this
proportion had dropped to 21.9%.
This is in stark contrast to world-
wide trends. Of the 185 nations that
are part of the ILO database, since
the 1990s, 114 countries have recor-
ded an increase in the proportion
of women in the workforce, and
only 41 recorded declines, with In-
dia leading the pack. So what does
this tell us about India’s growth
story?

The importance of access
A heartening explanation could

be that with rising incomes, wo-
men have the opportunity to es-
cape harsh labour in farms and on
construction sites, and focus on
their families. But a more pessim-
istic and possibly realistic explana-
tion might be that with declining
farm sizes, rising mechanisation,
and consequently dwindling la-
bour demands in agriculture, wo-
men are being forced out of the
workforce. If true, this has serious
implications for future policy.

Research has shown that when
women have access to more work
opportunities, they gladly take
them. The India Human Develop-
ment Survey (IHDS), jointly organ-
ised by researchers from the Na-
tional Council of Applied
Economic Research (NCAER) and
the University of Maryland, inds
that the provision of work under

the Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA) has brought more
rural women into wage labour.
AmongMGNREGAworkers in 2011-
12, a whopping 45% were not in
wage labour before the scheme
was initiated.

Moreover, the provision of
MGNREGAworkhas far greater im-
pact on women’s paid work than
that of men. Increased availability
of wage work also enhances wo-
men’s control over household
decision-making.

Since NREGA work by itself can-
not be expected to provide consist-
ent stable employment forwomen,
it is imperative to explore other av-
enues. From a policy perspective,
twomain challenges have to be ad-
dressed for augmenting women’s
workforce participation rates.
First, in view of shrinking farm
work, we need to create opportun-
ities for women to move from agri-
cultural to non-agricultural
manual work. Second, we must
foster a work environment that al-
lows more women, especially

urban and educated women, to
take up salaried jobs.

In her research, Lei Lei, a soci-
ologist at the University of Mary-
land, inds that in villages where
roads were constructed between
the irst (2004-05) and second
(2011-12) waves of IHDS, both men
andwomenweremore likely to un-
dertake non-agricultural work but
this efect was greater for women.
Suchwork has a cascading efect as
constructionof concrete roadsalso
improves transportation services
such as buses, which, in turn,
could facilitate movement of the
rural workforce, especially wo-
men, into non-agricultural work in
neighbouring villages and towns.

At the other end of the employ-
ment spectrum,however, there is a
need to make it possible for edu-
cated women to continue to work
even while raising families. In a
context where women continue to
bear the major share of household
work and childcare, the preval-
ence of a rigid work environment
in India and the dearth of family-
friendly work institutions create

impediments to women’s access to
white-collar jobs in the formal sec-
tor. Second, long distances
between the home and the work-
place increase both commuting
time and work burdens, leaving
workers with even less time for
family duties.

Another aspect of the skewed
work-family equation for women
in India is the demand for investing
in children’s education over pro-
fessional achievement. Research
by Alaka Basu, a sociologist at Cor-
nell University, and Sonalde Desai
(co-author of this article) high-
lights the contrast between the
reasons for fertility decline in the
West, where it was fuelled by the
desire for self-fulilment among
both men and women, and in In-
dia, where small families have em-
anated from the desire to promote
future achievements of children by
focusing on their education rather
than on better employment pro-
spects for the parents. This has led
to urban and educated Indian wo-
men dropping out of the labour
pool in contradistinction to their
counterparts in Japan and Korea,
for example, who have instead op-
ted out of marriage, resulting in a
dip in fertility rates in the latter
countries to barely 1.3 child(ren)
per couple. Neither of these, how-
ever, seems an optimal outcome
for society. The only way this
conundrum can be addressed is by
encouraging workplaces to be-
come more responsive to family
needs and to promote sharing of
household responsibilities
between both genders — some-
thing that Scandinavian countries
have emphasised.

Sharing the burden
Few organisations are willing to
consider challenges involved in
generating a work-life balance.
Even before the inlux of global
irms in India, work structures in
Indian companies and even the
governmentwere highly inlexible.

Over the past two decades, these
demands have grown. With rising
global competition, Indian irms
have chosen to follow the Amer-
ican model with demands for ex-
tended work hours as well as at-
tendance on Saturdays and
Sundays. This creates a time bind
for both men and women where
somethingmust give.

An interesting repercussion of
this work dynamic is relected in a
recent study titled ‘Millennial Ca-
reers: 2020 Vision’, by Manpower-
Group, conducted across 25 coun-
tries and encompassing 19,000
working millennials and 1,500 hir-
ing managers. The study found
that young workers in India
worked 52 hours per week as
against, say, 42 hours by their
counterparts in Canada. Work-
family balance requires increased
participation by men in household
chores and caring for children.
However, workplace inlexibility
makes for diicult choices, in-
volving trade-ofs between invest-
ing in careers of husbands vis-à-vis
those of wives, often resulting in
women taking a back seat and at
times even dropping out of the
workforce.

The Economic Survey 2016-17
expressed concern that the demo-
graphic dividend is already reced-
ing, reducing the opportunity for
the Indian economy to catch up
with its East Asian counterparts.
However, the numeric con-
sequences of reducing obstacles to
women’s full economic participa-
tion far exceed the demographic
advantages of having a larger pool
of young workers. It is thus high
time to talk of the gender dividend
rather than the demographic
dividend.

Sonalde Desai is professor of sociology at
University of Maryland and senior fellow
at the National Council for Applied
Economic Research (NCAER); Anupma
Mehta is editor at NCAER. Views
expressed in this article are personal

No economy for women
In stark contrast to worldwide trends, women in India are being forced out of the workforce
Sonalde Desai

AnupmaMehta
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Come March every year, the print
media is illedwith reports of ires in
the dry deciduous forests of India,
particularly in Andhra Pradesh, As-
sam, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand,
Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maha-
rashtra and Odisha. This year has
been no diferent. The death of
Murigeppa Tammangol, a forest
guardwho served inBandipurTiger
Reserve in Karnataka, in a forest ire
last month, is a sombre reminder of
the danger posed by forest ires to
our front-line forest staf.

Fighting ires with minimal
equipment in challenging terrain is
a thankless task that poses grave
risks. It is perhaps time to ask
whether a strict no-ire policy is rel-
evant in ecological and societal con-
texts, rather than raise inefective
questions about how forest ires can
be controlled or prevented through
technology.

The bulk of forest ires in India
occurs in the tropical dry forests of
our country, an umbrella category
encompassing scrub, savanna
grassland, dry andmoist-deciduous
forests. Almost 70% of forests in In-
dia are composed of these types.

Recent research on the ecology

and bio-geographical origin of
these forests indicates that ire oc-
currence and light availability are
important factors that maintain the
ecosystem. However, forest man-
agement still sufers from a colonial
hangover intent on keeping produc-
tion forestry systems free from ire
in order to prevent the loss of
'stock'. It is no surprise, therefore,
that even today, the aftermath of a
forest ire is accompanied by re-
ports of how trees in hundreds of
acres have been 'destroyed'. Field
ecological research, on the other
hand, indicates that many tree spe-
cies distinct to dry forests have co-
evolved with ires and have de-
veloped ire-resistance features like
thick, spongy bark, and can re-
sprout from rootstock in response
to ire.

Blanket banwoes
The roots of our current ire crisis
lie squarely in the blanket imple-
mentation of a no-ire forest policy.
This 'one-size-its-all' approach of
ire protection is perhaps incompat-
ible with the ecology of India’s trop-
ical dry forests. For example, the
ires in Bandipur Tiger Reserve
were immensely diicult to control
because of ample fuel supplied by
the alien invasive species Lantana
camara. Recent ethnographic and
empirical research from the neigh-
bouring Biligiri Rangaswamy Tiger
Reserve indicates that a no-ire
policy was likely responsible for the

spread of Lantana in the irst place.
Additionally, frequent, low-in-

tensity forest ires possibly preven-
ted the proliferation of Lantana in
the past, a time when ires were not
yet anathema for forest managers.
Tribal elders of the area predict that
future forest ires will be diicult to
control unless Lantana biomass is
physically reduced irst.

Are frequent, small forest ires
preferable to infrequent, cata-
strophic ires? Forest-dwellers of
the area clearly seem to favour the
former. Findings from conventional
scientiic studies also support these
insights from indigenous know-
ledge, and indicate that early dry
season ires burn less hot, and are
far less detrimental to vegetation

than peak dry season ires which
burnmuch hotter.

Who has the power to wield ire
in India’s tropical dry forests? The
answer exposes the fault lines
among contesting groups of stake-
holders. Forest dwellers set ire to
forests to clearwalkingpaths, to col-
lect non-timber forest products like
gooseberry andmahualowers, and
to encourage the fresh growth of
grass for their livestock, and some-
times as a part of ritual practice.

Agriculturists set ire to hill
forests so that the fertilising ash
from ire washes down to their
ields with the monsoon rains. For
the forest dweller, therefore, ires
have cultural and livelihood signiic-
ance. The forest department, on the

other hand, has historically preven-
ted ire in order to protect timber
stocks, and initiated a systemof ire-
lines around valuable timber ‘com-
partments’ or coupes. By burning
the ire-lines before the onset of
summer, forest ires, if they oc-
curred, could be conined to a few
compartments. More recently how-
ever, ire has been used as a man-
agement tool to increase thedensity
of herbivores in tropical dry forests.

The logic for this kind of burning
is also related to the creation of
fresh grass, but this time for con-
sumption by wild herbivores rather
than by cattle. In a centralised, top-
down hierarchical system, these
two broad ways of wielding ire are
clearly incompatible. By enacting
legislation that made the setting of
forest ires an ofence, the forest de-
partment gradually legitimised one
world view of forests as timber and
wildlife production systems and ig-
nored other world views that envi-
sioned forests as cultural and liveli-
hood spaces.

Instead of viewing forest ires as
being purely destructive in nature,
forest managers should perhaps ex-
pand their world view and be more
inclusive to information fromecolo-
gical and local knowledge systems
that view ires as being both reju-
venating and revitalising.

Bharath Sundaram is an assistant
professor in the School of Ecology and
Environment Studies, Nalanda University

How to tame our forest ires
The roots of the crisis lie in the implementation of India’s no-ire forest policy

Bharath Sundaram

Reviving Babri case
The Supreme Court’s
disapproval of the discharge
of Lal Krishna Advani and
others on ‘technical
grounds’ in the Babri Masjid
demolition case has revived
hopes of justice ( “Babri
case: SC questions
discharge of Advani,
others,” March 07).
As the face of hard-line
Hindu nationalism in those
tumultuous days,
L.K.Advani was one leader
whowent on a rath yatra
criss-crossing the country
andmobilising legions of
kar sevaks to carry out the
irst step to accomplish the
‘mission’ of construction of
a Ram temple.What came
crashing down on that dark
day was the very symbol of
Indian secularism.
The politics of Hindutva
that L.K.Advani
championed in the 1990s
paved the way for Narendra
Modi’s rise to power. The

secular ideal — the freedom
movement’s most
important legacy — is now at
risk fromHindu nationalism
more than ever. It is
reassuring that the Supreme
Court has expressed its view
against giving the Babri case
a quiet burial.
G. DavidMilton,

Maruthancode

That L.K. Advani’s rath
yatrawas undertakenwith
the sole objective of
mobilising popular support
across the country in favour
of construction of Ram
temple at Ayodhya is an
irrefutable fact. Demolition
of the Babri Masjid and the
subsequent communal
cauldron it stirred up in
several parts of the country
have continued to remain a
big blot on our secular
democracy.
With the apex court of India
now questioning the
discharge of Mr. Advani and

others in the Babri Masjid
demolition case on
technical grounds, one can
expect the the resumption
of the trial at the earliest. It
is hoped that those who tore
apart the secular fabric of
the country will be
punished in accordance
with the due process of law.
M. Jeyaram,

Sholavandan

Pak. NSA’s revelation
The revelation by Pakistan’s
former National Security
Advisor Maj. Gen. Mahmud
Ali Durrani that Pakistan-
based terror groups carried
out the 26/11 attacks is
hardly surprising since
there is concrete evidence
that suggests the same.
However, it is hard to
believe that the Pakistan
government or the ISI had
no role to play. Only a
government could have
provided the kind of
support the operation

required. As far as India is
concerned, the
development is a shot in the
arm since it puts greater
pressure on Pakistan to
graduate from arresting
Haiz Saeed to convicting
him based on compelling
evidence handed over by
India. China too will now
have to revise its stance on
terrorism originating from
Pakistan.
Akshay Viswanathan,

Thiruvananthapuram

Dalai Lama’s visit
By organising a visit by the
Dalai Lama to Arunachal
Pradesh, India is only
rubbing salt into the
unhealed wounds of India-
China border dispute. In an
age of superpowers, where
armies and economies spell
success, Tibet and the Dalai
Lama are an anomaly.
But the Dalai Lama is a
moral force who has added
to the spiritual power of

India He has himself refused
invitations from nations
which do not wish to incur
China’s disapproval. It
would be hence prudent on
our part to respect the
sensibilities of Beijing .
C.V. Venugopalan,

Palakkad

China’s grave concerns over
the Dalai Lama’s proposed
visit are totally unjustiied.
China does not have any
rights to lecture India on
sovereignty, considering
that they are involved in

building the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor through
Pakistan-occupied Kashmir
without India’s consent.
China’s expansionism and
aggression in the Himalayas
and the South China Sea are
a source of great concern.
This needs to be raised by
neighbouring countries at
various regional and
international fora.
Maheshkumar T.,

Mulanur, Tamil Nadu
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The Business page story headlined “DFS to start duty-free super-
market inMumbai” (March 5, 2017) erroneously referred to ahigh-end
product while talking about the company's move to sell low-end
products often purchased by workers in the Middle East while they
head back home.
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